
Would you like to check your work?

Got a question?
If you’re non-technical, this stuff can be a bit confusing. 
Have a read through our Frequently Asked Questions at 
moo.com/help/faq, but if that doesn’t help, please do contact 
our Customer Service Team at moo.com/help/contact-us.html. 
They won’t rest until you’re 100% clear about everything you 
need to know! 

Need to print?
If you do need to print in order to accurately proof your work, 
please do – but remember to check how long it is! It’d be a 
shame to print out a 60-page document if all you need is the 
fi rst one. 

  Bleed (your design should fi ll this)

 Trim (this is where we aim to trim your cards)

 Safe area (Make sure any important aspects of your   
 design such as text and logos are inside of the safe 
 area, otherwise they may be cut off)

proof Watermark (Don’t worry, this won’t print)

Your proof should be used to check:
  For spelling mistakes and missing digits

  That you have included all the details you want (email, URL etc)

  If your design reaches all the way to the edge of the bleed

  The orientation of your design. If you fold this page in half
 would your designs face the right way up?

Your proof can’t help with:
  Color proofi ng – what you see on your screen will always look

 slightly brighter than the printed version. Similarly, your printer
 may not print exactly the same as ours.

Please note: This proof is designed to allow you to check
your designs and to proofread (we know it’s often easier on paper).
It is not a full print-ready file. Any images on this preview are
high-resolution but are not our full print resolution.
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Makeup Applications:

Special Event.
Have a special event and need to look fabulous?
Perfect reason to have your makeup done. Your 45
minute appointment will include full face, lashes and
lipstick/gloss for touch ups. Travel fees when traveling
outiside of Sacramento.- $60.00

Bridal Package.
The Bridal Package includes your trial makeup and
wedding day makeup. Both days include full face,
lashes and a lipstick/gloss for you to keep for touch
ups. Travel fees applied when traveling outside of
Sacramento. - $175.00

Bridal Party.
We can't forget the bridal party!! Each lady with have
a 30 min appointment that includes a full face, lashes
and a lipstick/gloss to keep for touch ups. - $60.00

Mother of the Bride and/or Groom.
Will receive a 30 minute appointment that includes a
natural and age appropriate full face makeup, lashes
and lipstick/gloss to keep for touch ups. - $50.00

Jr.Bridesmaid.
Age appropriate full face makeup, lashes are optional
and a lip gloss for touching up.- $30.00

A La Cart.
Eyes Only with lashes. - $30.00

Beauty Classes:
One on one makeup lesson. Want to learn tips and
tricks to looking your best on a daily basis? This will
include a a tailored lesson to fit your needs and
wants. Makeup Kit available upon request for an extra
fee. - $80.00

Yenisei Arciniega

www.maycupbyyenisei.com

916.599.8515

                                                     Makeup Artist

Specializing in a natural glamorus makeup that
Makeup Artist of over 10 years.

enhances the beauty of each client.
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Fold this sheet in half to see how your Rack Cards will look

You'll get 50 of this design


